a unique place
Villa Cala Bianca benefits from an exceptional
location along the Riviera.
A small fishing port located a few steps from the
Villa, Cassis is famous for its steep limestone cliffs.
Its privileged location makes it the ideal starting
point for strolling through the streets of Provence,
admiring the pastel-colored buildings and
discovering the mythical market on the emblematic
square in the center of the village.
From the city, several paths go through the giant
Cap Canaille which offers a panoramic view of the
sea and allows you to discover the coastline as well
as the bucolic hinterland.

the VILLA
Nestled in the extension of the Hotel les Roches
Blanches, with its private access to the hotel,
Villa Cala Bianca offers its guests the comfort
and independence of a private property
combined with exclusive services of a five star
hotel.
With an exceptional panorama on the
Mediterranean, the Villa is composed of four
bedrooms with private bathrooms, two living
rooms with dining rooms, two ultra-equipped
kitchens, a hammam, a fitness room, a massage
room as well as a spectacular view.

the rooms
The villa's rooms offer a privileged location with a
breathtaking view of the Mediterranean Sea and
the Cap Canaille, inviting you to daydream with
your eyes in the blue.
At any time of the day, you will never tire of
admiring the horizon from your king size bed.
With their beautiful volumes and luminous spaces,
their chic and uncluttered decor in shades of
beige and white, their large bay window openings
onto beautiful sunny terraces... let yourself be lulled
by the sound of the waves.

your outdoor spaces

With its terraced gardens which reach out to the sea, this jewel
case is undoubtedly the place for all pleasures, for a pure
moment of relaxation.
Its two outdoor pools, its Italian shower with panoramic view, its
gazebo on the cliff side, its terraces dug into the rock are all
reasons to lounge for an unforgettable stay.

YOUR STAY AT
VILLA CALA BIANCA
Whether you are a couple, friends or family, the Villa
can be entirely adapted to your wishes.
A birthday to celebrate? A declaration of love to
make? An event to organize?
The spaces of the villa can be privatized during the
day or in the evening! Our teams are at your
disposal for any event organization.

AT YOUR SERVICE

Nestled in a natural setting of pine forests, ochre and white rocks and
turquoise waters, Cassis has everything to entertain you.
So, do you want to get away from it all? Take a ride on the famous
"route des crêtes" in a vintage car or explore the creeks of Cassis by
boat, swim in the turquoise waters of the Mediterranean, pedal
effortlessly on electric bikes to explore the city. A host will take care of
organizing all your activities!
"Who has seen Paris and not Cassis, has seen nothing"
Frederic Mistral (1830 - 1914)

your benefits
Treat your taste buds with the custom-made creativity
of our chef Alexandre. Would you prefer a sweet treat?
Our pastry chef Valentin will surprise and amaze you
with his many creations.
Come and see for yourself our personalized fitness
coaching. The villa is equipped with various new
generation sport equipments, a hammam and a wellness
treatment room.
for your children ?
Sports and fun activities, discovery of the fauna and
flora of the calanques... our teams take care of
everything to make them spend an idyllic stay !

LA VILLA alta
High up, with a breathtaking view of Cassis and the
Mediterranean, the Villa du haut has everything to seduce
you.
With its huge master bedroom and its terraces overlooking the
impressive Cap Canaille, the villa alta is perfect for romantic
stays. Enjoy a double walk-in shower with a breathtaking
panoramic view of the sea and bask in the sun or in the
tastefully decorated living room.
From your private terrace on the water's edge, relax in your
private heated pool, let the sound of the waves lull you to
sleep and enjoy an unforgettable moment, alone in the world.
2 bedrooms - 2 bathrooms - equipped kitchen - large living
room - dining room - heated pool - sea access

LA VILLA bassa
The villa Bassa is a real intimate cocoon, offering an
unforgettable stay in one-to-one with the Cap Canaille.
The spacious terrace of the lower villa offers an
exceptional view of the Mediterranean Sea and the town
of Cassis which lights up in the evening. Come with friends
or family and enjoy a unique show of colors at cocktail
hour.
Take advantage of the kitchen's top-of-the-line equipment
and develop your creativity!
Would you rather be guided by a professional? No
problem! Our chef and pastry chef are at your disposal to
prepare the dishes of your dreams.
Spend a relaxing moment in our fitness room with sea view,
our hammam and our treatment room. Let yourself be
rocked by the hands of an expert during a massage facing
the sea, inside or outside according to your desires.
2 rooms with sea view - 2 bathrooms - gym - hammam
treatment room - private pool - sea access

VOS Equipements
Wifi
HD TV
Air conditioning
Safes
Spa and Hammam room
Very large dressing rooms
SONOS sound system
Minibars
Nespresso coffee machines
Courtesy trays and hair dryers
Touch tablets
wine cellars

nous contacter

11 Avenue des Calanques
13260 Cassis France
for all reservations contact
04 42 01 09 30
reservation@hotelrbc.com
Spa Sisley : 04 42 01 63 04
spa@hotelrbc.com

